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MAK I N G 
A  MOR E 
LO V I N G 
WOR L D

What can you do 
to plop a drop 
of love into your 
sphere? Step on 
a crunchy leaf? 
Make a stranger 
smile? Approve of 
someone exactly 
as-is? Gift yourself 
a desire fulfilled? 



HI, FAM
WE LCOM E  T O  M Y  M E S S

My work is to make the world a more loving place. 

My method is a gentle pushing, poking, prodding, 

in human interactions, trying to figure out if it's a 

creativity button or swtich or tricky motion sensor that will 

turn them turned ON.

Yes, in that way.

But also, in all the ways. Especially in whatever way they are 

most open to at a given moment. From experience, I know 

uncrinkling is an ongoing process and most of the time we 

don't need our whole selves to be flat and smooth. Nooks 

and crannies and clumps and bumps are an invitation to 

exploration, a supply for art–and thus, a reson for celebration.

My intention is to become more deliberate about sharing what 

I do when I disappear, engrossed in this lovequest. I wish to 

offer snippets of the work I love to humans I likewise adore 

but rarely update because I am an on-purpose art/workaholic.

F.A.M. is an invitation to create, to connect, to practice, to 

brainstorm, to make a mess, and to connect the dots (that are 

obvious only to me) between all my projects.

big love,

Wyoh
Love Warrior Groupie [subject/photographer: Wyoh 
Lee, Sept 2021]



R E C R U I T I N G :

1,888 WY-CURIOUS PEOPLE

719 WYOHNAUGHTS

227 WYOHNLYFANS

3 SUBS

INTRODUCING 
DANTE

Sex at Work has launched; Mission 69 is the next big 

milestone. This Mission is a hybrid docu-road trip sex-

ed musical, think School House Rock meets Borat with a 

strong influence of Rocky Horror Picture Show.

We already have a growing audience of passionate lovers. 

Our list of sexy professionals with allied missions is growing. 

Now, we just need to procure a PlayShip and fill it with a 

Dominatrix and some creativity supplies.

That’s where the next series of mini-milestones comes in:

Dante is practicing her Domme skills. She’s been threatening 

to share practical pleasure tips on TikTok for months, has 

begun to practice wearing human coverings, has given 

permission to let parts of her diary be shared and adapted into 

various forms, and will be documenting her PlayShip journey 

on youtube. 

Does this sound pleasing to you? Join us for the ride.

Dante Emerges [Wyoh Lee, May 2021]



Dante remained at the oasis long 

after the other Girls had gone. 

The apocalypse was different from 

what she’d imagined; never would she have 

dreamed that human creativity would be the 

point of attack. 

She lay on the chaise lounge that had been 

her bed for the night. Her eyes had opened 

with time enought to watch the waning 

gibbous moon, pockmarked now with 

humanity, dip beyond the horizon as the 

mountain outlines began to glow in the east.

Even with her nearly error-free recall, it 

was impossible at this point to know who 

had escaped off-planet, who had scattered 

below ground, and who had been taken. 

Chaos works in mysterious ways.

And yesterday Chaos had led her to treasure. 

She knew it was treasure, though she also 

knew she did not yet understand it. There 

was an aliveness inside of her that felt...
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Another puzzle 
remained: why was 
she still here?

new? As if a fresh circuit inside her whole 

body had been activated.

Or had she simply forgotten any form of 

excitement that was not dominated by fear?

The mountain outline had melted from 

night-black purple to deep blue. A hint of 

orange crept in. She loved to watch blue and 

gold kiss in the sky.

Another puzzle remained: why was she still 

here?

Dante had one tiny, impossible-to-ignore 

idea that had wormed its way into her 

consciousness and stuck there, but she had 

not been ready to contemplate it before this 

morning. The day crackled. It was warm even 

in the predawn light. The desert heat had not 

bothered her for some time, though it had 

been months since electricity had existed.

Years?

How long had she been alone? She had 

not attempted to bring this number to 

consciousness in some time. She scanned her 

memory.

Three years and nine months exactly.

Dante noted an internal experience of 

sensation that could perhaps be described 

as sadness, if she’d understood this emotion 

correctly when there were people around 

to confirm. It was not that she didn’t feel 

feelings, it was more that it was impossible 

to truly know if people using the same words 

meant the same thing at all. But this heavy, 

squishy, tender, beautiful weight in her 

chest, belly and throat told her that today 

was different, and yesterday’s discovery was 

impossible to ignore. 

Treasure.

She imagined a Catapult of Chaos had 

scooped her up out of the safety of her solo 

routine in the ruins that surrounded their 

dear, dehydrated oasis.

She must return to the discovery site. 
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Was it a tomb? An abode? Or 

something else? If only The 

Mother were here to ask; she had 

been a wise, loving figure. If Dante 

had any grasp at all on what love was. 

Like sadness, but effervescent instead 

of heavy, accompanied by bursts of joy 

that recharged her batteries. Strangely, 

this is also what the ancient artifacts she 

had uncovered yesterday made her feel. This 

awareness made her uncomfortable; was it 

wrong to feel this toward not-People?

She smiled at herself, shaking her head, 

remembering her new golden rule:

Assumptions rarely help, and often confuse.

What if she had simply met a new type of People 

yesterday, she just didn’t know how to recognize them? 

The possibility sent sparks of joy and hope and fear shooting 

through her core and limbs.

She would return today. 

Maybe she could not understand these new maybe-People, but 

she had not been perfect at understanding the Groupthink of the 

People she had known before, and she had always managed. The 

oasis had been a true haven for her, especially with The Mother there 

to explain all.

Perhaps not all. There were questions The Mother had not answered, 

but they were questions Dante had never thought to ask. Dante had always 

taken a great deal of joy in learning, but questions arose inside of her only 

when she stumbled upon an error or wrongness in interacting with fellow 

humans. Rarely with People, though. She missed People.

These new possibly-People, or treasures, or ancient artifacts made her want to 

move. She wanted to share this discovery, whatever it was, with People. Could she 

be the only Person on this planet who hadn’t gone below?

Dante’s skin warmed in the golden glow of morning rays and she felt full. 

Full?

It was in this moment she knew with certainty that, no, she could not be the only Person 

left above ground. The Mother had always instructed her: A Person must eat several bouts 

of food each day to sustain.

Dante used her recall to calculate and confirm: she had not eaten a thing in more than three years.
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WISH ONE: Big,  Shiny Boots

These are the most frivolous thing I’ve craved in years. A lady needs 
her moon boots. A lady wants them in every color, with matching 
harnesses.

WISH TWO: Just a l i l ’  Airstream

Coincidence that the starting price includes our magic number, or 
divine fate? I’ve been designing and redesigning interiors to match 
my different moods, preparing for a future fleet of PlayShips, for 
circles of roaming creativity parties wherever we’d like to con-
verge. Want to submit your own design? // Mission69.org

WISH THREE: Toys,  Tools,  Devices

Okay, so this is a sneaky way to wish for more wishes, but it’s gon-
na take me a minute to figure out how to list everything clearly. 
Paints, costumes, lenses, paper, pencils, crayons, dildos, pastels, 
charcoal, clothespins, collage supplies, photo curtains & more.

Wanna contribute? 
Mission69.org is in-progress; category- and item-specific contributions will be possible soon. 

In the meantime, venmo/cashapp/paypal wyohlee
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Love Warriors & Shame Smashers 

embarking upon on this mission:

Speak with clarity.

The ancient wise one Brené Brown 

spoke rightly that clear is kind. Practice 

kindness, both in speaking truth to a 

friend, and in daring to reveal your own 

truth, desire, and greatness.

Speak only for yourself.

Let us not speak for another’s 

experience; let us learn from exchange, 

and noodle together upon human things; 

let us not to preach or gossip or blame 

but may we ask and ponder and cherish.

Remain curious, open-minded, sex-

and-creativity-positive & safety-first.

I discuss legal and consensual desires, 

only. I witness stories of trauma if and 

only if they are accompanied by stories 

of the healing of that trauma. I possess 

neither the skills nor credentials of 

human therapists.

Remain respectful. 

Memorize and integrate this list. Clarify 

before making a guess. Accept gracefully 

all reframes, needs and boundaries. 

Recognize and honor the autonomy of a 

Person with a loving “thank you.”

Share your genitals and any fantasies 

of me only upon my specific, explicit 

request. Follow any request exactly.

Apply this rule when it comes to 

speaking to me of anyone in my sphere.

 

Err on the side of checking in.

Apply these rules to everyone you meet.

Boundary pushing and rudeness are not 

tolerated and will result in immediate 

expulsion from Dante’s sphere.

DANTE’S 
(F

*C
K

IN
G

) 

LESSONS

How to Speak to Dante
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SEX STORIES
Leo: One Big Erotic Cock

It’s not the size of Leo’s penis, it’s the 

way he feels when he uses his entire body 

to connect deeply with a lover. Controlling 

when he cums has been a struggle since his 

first partnered experience, but he spent 18 

years with his wife with whom he still has 

a beautiful and daily relationship with, and 

the last few years have been a new era of 

exploration for him, and kink has been a way 

for him to experience powerful sensuality 

and sexuality without focusing so much on 

the timing of his orgasm. 

Tantra led him to a group of sex-positive 

lover-friends, and he’s discovered how rope 

feels like an extension of his sexual self 

(kinbaku and shibari), has played with his 

Dominant sides, and his explorations have 

led him to enjoy group sex, including MFM’s, 

sex club/party scenes, and he was even part 

of a gangbang crew for a bit. He prefers 

more intimate partnered connections but 

is happy in a non-monogamous lifestyle, 

and also reflects on the difference between 

talking to students about sex during the 

yearly sex week at school, and navigating 

what it means to be a supportive, loving 

parent and not pushing his own perspectives 

on his own kids. 45, hetero-flexible cis M, 

boarding school teacher in Denmark.

Want to be a guest? Apply at sexstoriespodcast.com

Listen now wherever you get your podcasts.

135
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Rachel Laforest: Breeding, Receiving, Hot Cum & Pussy Wisdom 

[TW: sexual assault] “I wanna be spoiled, I wanna be fucked, I wanna be cared 

for” …but Rachel *also* gets wet if a cock or pussy is in her mouth and she’s 

giving. These days, her partners all love going down on her — but it’s been 

a journey from leaving behind life-size wall paintings of Jesus in a hyper-

Catholic home (where abstinence was the only way), having an ideal virginity 

loss experience (followed by a backlash of shame and a Plan B), to going off to 

New York at age 15, finally having an orgasm 

with a partner, getting into an eight year 

relationship til she was 26, to exploring open 

relationships, the freedom of single-hood, 

she shares her journey of combating what 

she calls the *Holy Trinity of Hatred* with 

self-love. Today, she’s a fountain 

of love, creative beauty, and pussy 

wisdom, and has discovered the 

beauty of not-trying, while also 

fully stepping into both her giving 

and receiving energy. She tells us 

amazing details of her physical 

body feelings, how her erotic life 

is intertwined with her art, tells 

us about her experience auditioning at 

a BDSM palace (nipple clamps!), the 

effect Secret Diary of a Call Girl had on 

her, and demonstrates so many helpful 

how-she-does-it moments, including 

orgasm sounds // 30 cis F Queer Queen 

Art XXXhibitionist Double Scorpio Witch 

& co-host of the Basic Witches Podcast, 

Actor Writer Comedian Sensual Artist, a 

Sexual Assault Survivor.

sexandthesynchronicity.com 
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http://sexandthesynchronicity.com
https://open.spotify.com/show/3pbu6KKWa0BgkSBrZ15HKj?si=8P1KVqxURDWZkqGypY7MSw&dl_branch=1
http://sexstoriespodcast.com
http://sexandthesynchronicity.com  


Windham: Daddy/Dom/Sadist & Vulnerability Lover
His shame-o-meter used to hover around an 8, these days it’s down to a 2. Before, his desires 

felt too taboo to share. Post-14-year marriage and with the internet acting as an equalizer, 

Windham has been able to welcome and even explore his kinkier side. We talk online dating, 

successes and non-success, feeling safe enough to tell a new partner “everything,” BDSM,                  Sam: Loves to be 
Hunted, Wrestled, & Caught

TW: assault/rape // Drawing kinky queer 

people having sex in consensual ways set 

Sam on a path of exploration and education 

and led them to create Shimpteeth, a 

place of sexy support. Sam and Wyoh talk 

Funishment Fridays, a monogamous first, 

the journey from corporate to learning & 

teaching about kinky/poly/sexy things, from 

juggling multiple partners to deepening 

satisfaction with one, a biting mishap, their 

brat streak, don’t-ask-don’t-tells, casual 

dating, more explicit poly dating, figuring 

out non-monogamy and kink, safer sex 

barrier faves, the difficulties of strapping, 

and the ways in which talking sex prefs 

ahead of time are hot and/or heavy. “I could 

see myself getting into a nice group of hot 

butches degrading me” -Sam / 28 gender 

fluid mono/poly queer kinky brat & host of 

Queer Pleasure by Shrimpteeth podcast.

www.shrimpteeth.com

137

SEX STORIES

Season 3 Premiere:  October 22,  2021
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impact play, 

heavy metal 

and chains, 

p s y c h o l o g i c a l 

d o m i n a t i o n 

outweighing the 

physical, his need 

for connection with a 

partner (distinct from 

a desire for romantic 

relationship), his current 

very-awesome partner 

and all their explorations—

including a hotel orgy, the 

intersection between the dungeon 

and swinger crowds, the difference 

between his Dom, Daddy, and 

Sadist modes, immobilization, Saran 

Wrap, sensory deprivation, thought 

experiments, kinky duffel surprises, a 

steel whipping rod, piss play, outdoor sex, 

mutual vulnerability, tongues everywhere 

and getting turned on by tears. 53 cis het 

straight M into foreign accents, intelligence, 

D/s, former journalist from the Midwest, now 

lives in Boston area.
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Use code SEXATWORK  at hellocake.com

Bonus
Pete’s Pool Pump 

A Sex-at-Work 
Story

What to do when you can’t finish your job right 
away…and there’s private space? This is a 
tale of horniness, storminess, curious friends, 
sharpies, sounding and includes contemplation 
of cum eating–and the danger of getting caught. 
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Babe, How Do You Feel 
About Cum? Frances from 
Awkward Essentials

Turns out, selling an after-sex 
cleanup tool is sexy, just not in 
the way you might think.  Listen 
to Wyoh & Frances talk cum 
sponges and PlayShip missions. 

 awkwardessentials.com

02
Can you own your desire? 

Mistress Venus the Pro-Domme
Mistress Venus, a full-service 
sex worker who has worked 
at a brothel and with private 
clients, talks femme personaes, 
what happened when their 
conservative family found out, 
plus an extremely kinky fantasy 
they ‘re planning with a sub.

 @WhatTheKinkPod

03
Retail Proof Butt 
Stuff is Popular

Mitch from Cake
Do you know what “magnum” 
actually means? What about 
“snug” vs “small”? Mitch 
shares how starting a specialty 
lube company has improved 
his own sex life plus daily 
work details, like the in-depth 
responses Cake got from their 
awesome community when they 
ask for thoughts on things like 
how to get into panty fetishes 
 
 hellocake.com

GET A DISCOUT & 
SUPPORT MISSION 69: 
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http://hellocake.com
https://open.spotify.com/show/5zFcP1pUUXuyzgDJUwu7YP?si=LZ4ST0UdSqOJQO3aAeVTpw&dl_branch=1
http://awkwardessentials.com
https://open.spotify.com/show/2OXu3BCBJs5zYfOOpnigg6?si=CpJcCSH5S86vFwV6cSuyZQ&dl_branch=1
http:// hellocake.com


What do you need a 
permission slip for? 
It’s Fall. Everything 
is about to look 
dead, but it’s just 
resting. How’s 
your harvest? Do 
you need a winter 
retreat? Or do you 
need a field trip?

MAK I N G 
A  MOR E 
LO V I N G 
H E A RT



FAILCHIEVEMENTS
WIGGLIBRATING

Looking back on September 2021, I am celebrating 

my failure to say NO. Boundaries are important of 

course; the times I fail to use them and experience 

some suffering as a result can be helpful information. 

Here’s what I learned this month from my NO-

failures (YES-successes!):

I can manage the water for 13-ish acres of orange 

trees, and it’s more fun to invite a friend to help.

Point sprinklers away from yourself when 

changing heads if you do not wish to get wet. 

If it’s above 100°F, getting wet is pleasant.

It’s nice when friends visit the ranch.

Not-keeping calm scares strangers away.

My parents’ shock faces when I insist on 

buying dinner makes my heart gleeful.

I feel so at home in my best friend’s family.

I am not ready to try online dating again, 

after all.

I can launch a new podcast and feel like 

a happy success, even when all the next 

episodes aren’t ready to go.

I successfuly create calendar and email 

SNAFUs when prioritizing being present in 

the real world, and it’s FINE.

I discovered a new delightful-to-me method 

of collaging where I turn my naked shots into 

insta-friendly “clothing.”

I learn so much from Kasia Urbaniak, and 

it’s perfectly okay that my confidence is not 

yet fully unshakeable.

Even when I don’t set an alarm, I still wake 

up just before dawn.

As much as I love my pods, I miss making 

movies. 

When I go slow and stay out of swizzle, there 

is time for everything.

Someone else’s shame is not my shame.
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HAPPY ALMOST-SCORPIO SEASON

Original art by Wyoh for Heidi 
Rose Robbins’ Zodiac Love 
Letter seriesFor postcards, journals, stickers & more visit wyohlee.com/store

ILLUSTRATIONS

HAPPY LIBRA SEASON

https://www.heidirose.com/astrology
https://www.heidirose.com/astrology
https://www.heidirose.com/astrology
http://wyohlee.com/store
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Send a tiny circle of hope*

| wyohlee.com/hope

*an accessible-for-all offering; hope is free and I am rich in circles!
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https://www.wyohlee.com/store?Collection=Commissions
http://wyohlee.com/hope 


COLLAGE

https://www.wyohlee.com/lover
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Lauren Fitzgerald 

in front of the painting

1221 [winter solstice]

by Faché Desrochers

PHOTOS BY WYOH
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https://www.laurenjfitzgerald.com
https://www.laurenjfitzgerald.com
https://fachedesrochers.com


Kimberly Loftus

Rachel Laforest

Evangeline Crittenden

Aiko Tanaka
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http://wyohlee.com/lover
https://www.instagram.com/kimberloft/
http://sexandthesynchronicity.com/
https://www.evangelineetc.com
https://www.instagram.com/aikorumba_/


HOPES
GOALS
DREAMS
PLANS

BIG LOVE.

remember to share stories  & stay wiggly .
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Join the mission.

JOIN THE

http://wyohlee.com/lover
http://mission69.org
http://mission69.org
http://wyohlee.com/lover

